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Hello, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey welcoming you to Arts and Africa. 
And all the voices you'll be hearing in today's programme will be talking 
about one thing - sculpture. The sculpture of Zimbabwe. 

MUSIC EXTRACT - SHONA MBIRA MUSIC. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

I should have made one exception to what I was saying - this song, 
recorded in Highfields, Sa}:isbury, is about the lion and the spirit of 
the lion. But that, we'll be hearing shortly, c~n also be the subject of 
the stone carvings that have made Zimbabwe sculptors famous. Today ·we're 
going to meet three of them. They all work in or from the Zimbabwe 
National Gallery in the capital, Salisbury. Now how do people who create 
with their hands teach others how to be creative. Here's a revealing 
response to the question: how do you teach anyone to sculpt? 

THOMAS MUKAROBWA _ 

It's very, very difficult to teach a child how to cry. (Laughs). 
The only thing I do j_s this. If I see a child making a frog I'll say: 
"Carry on with that frog, nothing but with it 11 • Once he says: 11This is a 
frog 11 , I say: O •. tt:., I mustn't put rny idea that you are wrong. I would 
stop. That's what I think. 

ALSX TE'.:'.""·.=EH-LARTBY 

Thomas Mukarob'\.'ra who, like his companions, John Taka.wira and 
Taylor :Nkomo, he was an early protege of a remarkable man, Frank McEwan 
who set up the Gallery; encouraged artj_sts artistically and practically 
and began the workshop scheme that has enabled artists and sculptors like 
Takawira, Mukarob~~ and Taylor Nkomo to both exhibit and sell their work. 
The present curator of the National Gallery is Chris Till and he explains 
that these artists now work hard~ resistant stone like serpentine and 
verdite which provide a greater challenge than soapstone, the stone many 
people associate with the rich flowering of sculpture within Zimbabwe. 
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.fHRIS TILL 

Soapstone as being expressed here is for beginners. Soapstone is 
what it implies. It's as soft as soap and it leads to a certain virtuosity. 
There's no force required, there is no coming together with the material 
and I think that hard stone imposes on the artist a certain discipline. 
He is required to look at the stone, feel the stone, certainly in Thomas 
and John's case, the stone, as they say, speaks to them. They allow the 
spirit of the stone to escape. Whereas Taylor approaches it a different 
way. With all instances the hard stone imposes a certain discipline which 
the soft stone doesn't because the sam~ type of shapes, the same type of 
virtuoso subjects, if you like, begin to emerge. I think that's why 
soapstone is considered to be the material only for the carvers and you 1re 
only a sculptor if you are really using stone. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

But then Chris Till stood back so that Gill Garb could talk to the 
_sculptors themselves about the demands the stone makes of the man who's 
attempting to shape it. I'm sorry that there's some background noise to 
what Thomas Mukarobwa and Taylor Nl{omo have to say. First to speak is 
John Takawira, winner of the National Sculpture Exhibition that earlier 
this year celebrated the first anniversary of Zimbabwe's independence. 

JOHN TAKAWIRA 

We're now working on the harder stone which I think we've got more 
time to play with and you can feel you're working, you're fighting like 
a man._ Producing good work you need to 1 e very, very cross sometimes but 
not I-mowing they have disappo"inted you. I 9 myself, if I'm working I some-
times forget to eat. My wife has to stay tar away from me as she would 
be my best enemy in trying to disturb me. 

GILL GARB 

Because you get very involved? 

JOHN TAKAWIRA 

That•s right. While I'm working, I don't forget my traditions, 
my customs, working on baboons, battle eagles, owls and bats. 

GILL GARB -
Can you just t~ll me very briefly what do these symbols stand for? 

_!OHN TAKAWIRA 

A baboon is just like a human being. 

_9ILL GARB 

It's a positive symbol? 



JOHN TAKAWIRA 

That's right.· ·A 
respect a battle eagle. 
battle eagle, we have to 
Other things •••. I think 

GILL GARB -
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battle eagle I think the whole of Africa would 
That's our god. -Even today should we see .a 
sit down and clap our hands as a sign of honour. 
Thomas and Nkomo can explain. 

Mr. Nkomo, really in your work you don't use traditional forms 
very much? 

TAYLOR NKOMO 

No. I can carve a butterfly in a different way, you see. As long 
as its form is pleasing I get satisfied. 

GILL GARB 

So it's the form of the butterfly but not what the butterfly may 
s,!mbolise in a traditional sense as is important for Takawira and Mukarobwa? 

TAYLOR NKOMO 

Yes. 

GILL GAR:9 -
Mr. · Mukarobwa you've been associated here with the Zimbabwe 

National Art Gallery for a very long time haven't you? 

":··HOMAS MUKAROBWA 

Surely. 

GILL GARB 

And did you in:·.tially start sculpting when you began work here or 
did you come he:r.e because you knew that you wanted to sculpt? 

_J'HOMAS MUKAROBWA 

What I first did was pa.inting. Mostly first with water colou~· 
and then I went on to oil painting then, when the workshop decided to open, 
this is when I joined trn workshop. I thought I must carry on with my 
stone carving and of course, my first article I came and showed Mr. 
McEwan and he was very appreciative. I'1a.ybe it was a matter of encouraging 
me, but he bought that sculpture forlhimself. 

GILL GAHB 

Do you find Vir. Takawira that you combine traditional symbols 
with more modern for:ns? 
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JOHN TAKA!'/IRA 

Yes, sometimes, yes. Truly speaking of my work I can't tell 
whether I'm doing traditional work. I have to judge when my work is 
finished. When I 1m j .:ing ., ~.,,:_::: : ~' g .hard to tell I am going to do 
tradi ticnal now because I mustn't force · the stone.. The stone its elf, it 
helps me. I must:r~'t come out and say: "Today I'm going to carve a lion". 
This won't be, it means you know, I'm being conducted by something. 

GILL G.ARB · 

The stone suggests from the shPJ?e of the stone what you are going 
to carve. What about you l\'Ir. :t-..1komo, wb.:en you carve? Maybe you can· .. tell 
us a little about the different types of stone you work in? 

1'A YLOR NKOMO 

Myself, the way I work, I don't usually follow the stone. 
Straight away I chip the s-t;one to my satisfactinn and then do what I 
have been thinking of doing. At times I do follow the shape of the stone 
but it I s very mre . because what I believe is that it can mislead you because 
you run out of ideas. As an artist you must imagine and have lots of . 
ideas rather than being ~onducted by stone. 

ALE.,"{ T:E!.'TTEH-LARTEY 

Taylor Nkomo makes his work sound almost like a wrestling match 
and when Gill Garb asked how much the war fears had affected his work the 
effort and dedication he puts into it became even more apparent. 

TAYLOR :NKOMO 

During the ·war, you see you can't be free and you can't be happy. 
You can't feel the Wd.Y you would like to and do the things you want to 
do because the war, its elf, is a very bad si tuat i-on. As an artist, 
whatever you do must be free and you must be happy when you're doing it. 
During the war going on you can't exoress yourself bAcause you feel that •••• 
I'm sorry. 

1 

THOMAS MUKAROBWA 

I think sometimes I just want to tell what's h~ppening. _ Can't· 
you produce something ~hile you are unhappy? 

TAYLOR NKOMO 

Myself, u.sually I don 1t do that . 

GILL G.ARB 

So you really have to be able to express your thoughts very easily? 

TAYLOR NT£0MO 

I must be free to do something. 
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.fHRIS . TIL,L 

Well, you mus.t be very happy beca_use you've been very productive. 
(~ughs). 

GILL GARB 

Well I must say the pieces that .I have seen of his are indeed very 

THOMAS MUKAROBWA 

When I came out from my house you see, sometime my wife would do 
something -wrong with me and I became so upset. What causes the wife to have 
these troub~es is .because when sometimes you have poverty you always find 
it very difficult to live but when you have good money in your pocket you 
can be all right. That's why we always mention the wi'fe. You mustn't 
think we think the wife is no good!. 

GILL GARB 

No, no, no. (Laughter). 

THO~.A.S MUKAROBWA .. 
So I always produce something out of unhappiness and happines$. 

But to work on art you have got to be happy most of the time because it's 
just like you are talking to somebody from the beginning of your work to 
the last of it. You will be just as if you are talking to somebody. You 
can satisfy yourself that "I have finished" because it's you who put the 
idea into the stone. ' 

.QILL GARB 

What about you Takawira? 

JOHN TAKAWIRA 

I think during the war people could read: tt .::·ohn is not happy11 by 
my work . If you are not happy you can produce some pieces that say you 
are not happy and if you're being disturbed your pieces can tell people 
it was another way of talking. Now we are free, you can see our work now, 
you know, it's quite different because we feel happy and everything is 
going well. 

GILL GARB 

What about new9 young artists in Zimbabwe? 
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JOHN TAKAWIRA 

I find the new young artists go cwnrnercinl. That is becau-_E.e they 
have been taught western culture. I think I mustn't fault them because 
they I ve been taught ·this in the school. They think it's the right thing 
to doo But yet they ran away from their own culture because in each 
country they have their o'\lm way of creating things. You can see that from 
the ancient things, and I'm sure our director would agree with me 
because he has seen quite a number of our ancient things which I think is 
in the Gallery now. You find they are very different because those days 
they were done by people who have never been in touch. They have done 
their own worlrn by what they feel in their minds. So, of course, this is 
why I said our young~ters, they bring their paintings here with western 
culture in it and they bring sculptures with realist effects and they look 
as definite as a person but these kinds of things you can see anywhere in 
·the world. · 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Music, as unique as the work of the three sculptors we've been 
hearing from - John Takawira, Thomas Mukarohwa and Taylor :t{komo. This 
Zimbabwe music has Justine Magaya and Luken Pasipamire playing on the 
mbira, Webster Pasipamire playing the hosho and the singer is Hakurotwi 
Mude. And they bring today's programme to a close. I'll he ~re next 
week - I hope you'll join me. Until then, this is Alex Tetteh-Lartey saying 
goodbye. 

TAPE -
·ii,msr C EXTRACT ·- SHONA MBIRA MUSIC. 


